Single Site Swansea
Pinot Noir 2014
PLUMS • BLUEBERRIES • CINNAMON • RICH TEXTURE
Swansea, a favourite seaside holiday destination on the South East
coast of Tasmania, is renowned for its warm dry summers and autumns.
Less than one kilometre from the sea, the vineyard site looks over
Great Oyster Bay towards Freycinet Peninsula. The vines have been
planted onto a gentle Northern slope of basalt soil, capturing the
maximum amount of sun during the growing season. The season began
with a cool spring providing a long flowering period. Mid-January
heralded the start of six weeks of above average temperatures
coupled with very little rain, keeping ripening on track. Swansea
experienced these conditions through to harvest, with great
fruit quality.
The Swansea vineyard is over ten years old with an equal mix of Pinot
Noir clones MV6 and 115. All work is done by hand, from cane
pruning through to shoot, leaf and bunch thinning and finally hand
harvesting. Twenty percent of the bunches were tipped directly into
small open top fermenters, with the balance being destemmed before
being tipped on top. Fermentation started after two days and finished
four days later with two gentle plungings per day. Each fermenter
was drained and pressed before being racked to French oak barriques
(30% new). The wine went through malolactic fermentation during its
10 months in barrel.
Characteristic Swansea fruit and oak spice are first evident on the
nose, but if patience allows, then with two to three hours of gentle
breathing (decanting is not required), these aromas build with dark
floral notes, above richer deep plum, blueberries and cinnamon. The
fruit has lovely palate presence, with rich texture giving depth to
vibrant dark fruits, soft plush tannins and natural acidity providing
balance, length and generosity. Careful cellaring over 8-12 years
will richly reward those looking for the complexity that completes a
fine Pinot Noir.

VITAL STATISTICS
Harvest: 1st - 30th April 2014
Total Acidity (G/L): 5.3
pH (Units): 3.61
Total So2 (Mg/L): 84

Vegan friendly
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